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was annoyed with Arita for not giving me more encouragement.
American-Japanese relations have got into a vicious circle. On the
one hand, we ourselves take the position that there are three main
obstacles to an improvement in our relations, namely, (i) Japan's
use of force as an instrument of national policy; (2) Japan's
failure to respect treaty commitments, and (3) Japan's multifarious
interferences with American rights and interests in China. On the
other hand, Japan takes the position that these various obstacles
cannot be removed as long as the hostilities in China are in progress,
and that even after the termination of hostilities, only some but not
all of our grounds for complaint can be removed. Furthermore, she
takes the position that the absence of a commercial treaty between
the United States and Japan is in itself an important obstacle to an
improvement in our relations. The vicious circle is complete, and
how to break it is a puzzle which taxes imagination.
FIRST CONVERSATION WITH FOREIGN MINISTER
MATSUOKA
July 26, 1940
The new, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Yosuke Matsuoka, to-day
received the diplomatic chiefs of mission individually in the usual
purely formal reception. Instead of the customary five minutes he
detained me in conversation for the better part of half an hour.
The Minister said at the outset that he had not yet had sufficient
opportunity to formulate policy, but he wished to say that when
the press asked him what his policy was going to be as compared
with the Hirota policy and the Arita policy and that of other ministers,
he replied that they need look for no so-called Matsuoka policy but
only for the policy of Japan.
The Minister then asked me to convey to Secretary Hull, for whom
he expresses the highest respect and admiration, the assurance
that he has always attached great importance to Japanese-American
relations. Mr. Matsuoka said that he had always been a very frank
talker and that in our contacts he might frequently say things which
.could be regarded as undiplomatic, but he believed that much was
to be gained by frank and direct speaking. He then referred to an
article which he had written some time ago, stating that if the United
States and Japan ever have to fight each other they should know
precisely the causes and reasons for which they were fighting, and that
if war comes it should not develop, as in so many other cases in history,
through misunderstanding. I said for my part that I also had no
use for old-school diplomacy, that I also believed in straight-
forward talk, and that I believed the Minister and I would both
profit by basing our relations on such an understanding. I thought
that we might rule out the word " war."
Mr. Matsuoka then said that history is based largely oil the operation
of blind forces which in a rapidly moving world cannot always be

